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Good Characters now offers free USA and 
worldwide shipping on all orders.

FREE WORLDWIDE SHIPPING
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We’re going to mail a limited number of 
holiday cards this year. If you’re a Good 
Characters fan and care about receiving one, 

HOLIDAY CARDS
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just contact us with “I want it!” You may also 
include a part or your mailing address so we 
can be sure we still have your correct address.
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恩 (ēn , pronounced un) grace, favor, kindness

GRACE AND THANKSGIVING
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恩 consists of 因 (yīn), meaning because, 

cause, reason, and ⼼心 (xīn), meaning heart. If 

you turn a sand dollar a certain way, the pattern 

looks like ⼤大 (dà), meaning big or great, and 

the entire sand dollar resembles the character 

因 (yīn), meaning because. This reminds me of 

a story of a sand dollar, a boy, and a grandfather. 
In the inspirational story the grandfather was 
tossing sand dollars that had been stranded on 
the beach by a storm into the ocean. The boy, 
seeing the many sand dollars and knowing his 
grandfather could not possibly return them all 
to the sea, asked his grandfather how much 
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difference he thought his action would make. 
Tossing a sand dollar into the ocean, the 
grandfather said, “To that one, it will make all 

the difference in the world.” So 恩 is grace. It’s a 

great (⼤大) favor. The sand dollar (looks like 

因) story touches my heart (⼼心).

感恩 (gǎn ēn, pronounced gahn un) 

thanksgiving

感 (gǎn , pronounced gahn) sense, feel, 

touch, affect

感 consists of 咸, all, and ⼼心, heart.

謝 (xiè , pronounced ssee-eh) thank, wither
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謝謝 (xiè xiè , pronounced ssee-eh ssee-eh) 

thanks

謝恩 (xiè ēn , pronounced ssee-eh un) give 

thanks for great favors
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忠孝仁愛信義和平 (zhōng xiào rén'ài xìn 

yì hé píng, pronounced joong ssee-ow wren eye 

A GOOD CHARACTER A DAY
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sseen yee huh peeng)

The eight cardinal virtues (八德) is a 

traditional Chinese motto used by many 

martial arts schools. The virtues are 忠 

(loyalty), 孝 (filial piety), 仁 (benevolence), 

愛 (love), 信 (honesty), 義 (righteousness), 

和 (harmony), and 平 (peace).

禮義廉恥 (lǐ yì lián chǐ, pronounced lee 

yee lee-in chr)

The four anchors (四維) are the traditional 

Chinese moral foundations of society. They are 
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禮義廉恥 (li yi lian chi), meaning a sense of 

propriety, justice, honesty, and honor.
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After 4 years of searching and reviewing 23,861 
entries with no satisfactory result, on 
November 8, 2019, officials of Guanyin 

100 GRAND FOR 7 
CHARACTERS
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Mountain National Forest Park in 
Guangdong, China, upped their reward to 
700,000 RMB, about 100,000 USD, for 
anyone who can come up with 7 Chinese 
characters to form the 2nd line to complete its 
couplet before the end of 2020. Would you 
like to take the challenge and win 100 grand?
The first line of the couplet is:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Character 觀 ⾳音 ⼭山 上 觀 ⼭山 ⽔水

Pinyin guān yīn shān shàng guān shān shuǐ

Meaning observe sound mountain top to observe mountain water

Meaning GuanyinGuanyin MountainMountain to observe natural scenerynatural scenery
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Guanyin is the Buddhist bodhisattva 
associated with compassion. Its Chinese-
translated name, Guanyin, means [the one 
who] perceives the sounds. Guanyin is also the 
name of this mountain and the national forest 
park. So the first line can be translated as “On 
Guanyin Mountain viewing scenery.” Another 
meaning can be “Guanyin is on the mountain 
viewing scenery.”

Crafting the 2nd line of the couplet is like 
crafting a tagline or slogan but with strict rules 
and requirements. First of all, notice that 
characters 1 and 5 are the same, as are 
characters 3 and 6. So the 2nd line of the 
couplet has to have the same character 
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repetition pattern. Characters 1 and 2 or 
characters 1, 2, and 3 have to form a noun. 
Character 4 means top, so the 4th character on 
the 2nd line probably has to be either “middle” 
or “down”—something related or contrasting 
with “top.” Character 1 has to be part of a noun 
but also has to be able to be used as a verb as 
character 5 is. Characters 6 and 7 have to form 
a noun; not just any noun, but a noun that’s 
formed by two opposites (as in mountain vs. 
water). Other requirements include adhering 
to the tone pattern and rhyming scheme based 
not on the modern Mandarin, but on the 
Middle Chinese language. The pattern in 
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which level (平) and oblique (仄) tones occur 

in the first line has to be the inverse of that of 
the 2nd line. The 2nd line also has to be about a 
viewpoint or somewhere in the park. And, of 
course, the whole thing has to be poetic.

Strictly speaking, the 7 characters are, in 
fact, just 5 unique characters arranged in a 
special way. That’s 20 grand per character.

So, what do you think? No one in China has 
been able to solve this for the last 4 years. 
Maybe you can! Fill in the blanks here:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Line 1 觀 ⾳音 ⼭山 上 觀 ⼭山 ⽔水

Line 2
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The requirement of referring to a viewpoint in 
the park is ultimately the catch. If there is no 
viewpoint that has a name or associations that 

A MARKETING PLOY?
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consists of the first character that can also be 
used as verb in the 5th character in the 2nd line 
of the couplet, then it’s literally impossible to 
solve.
This might be a marketing ploy with no 

grand prize winner at the end. 
I thought about a way to newsjack this. IF I 

had time, I’d create an online couplet 
verification tool that people can use to verify 
that lines they come up with actually meet the 
basic rules. I could even build another tool to 
be the 3rd-party witness to show that someone 
submitted an entry at a certain time and to the 
correct email address if they CC me when they 
submit their entries. So then, I can piggyback 
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on their marketing and make a name for myself 
too!
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Some martial arts organizations in Asia award 
students wallet-size laminated paper rank or 
dan ID cards. We can do even better at Good 

AWARD YOUR BLACK BELTS A 
MINI CERTIFICATE
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Characters! How about awarding your black 
belts a personalized laser-etched metal black 
belt card? It is durable, impressive, and 
remarkable (worthy of being remarked upon). 
Giving them a big certificate they can hang on 
the wall is nice, and so is a wallet-size metal card 
they can carry. The card will constantly 
motivate them and serve as a reminder of their 
effort, their art, and your school as well. Of 
course, the idea is not limited to black belts; 
we’d love to make them for any rank and any 
dan. 
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Have you heard of an invisible UV stamp? 
Check out our information page (https://
shop.goodcharacters.com/collections/

INVISIBLE
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certificatestamps/products/certificate-stamp). 
It’s an extra layer of security or “cool factor” for 
your documents and certificates. Use your 
personal signature, stamp, embossing mark, 
and this UV stamp to leave a memorable 
impression that put you on top of people’s 
mind. What’s invisible is unforgettable.
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Most stamp makers use a larger laser lens to 
increase the production speed in order to keep 
the cost low. The downside is that stamps are 

MORE DETAILS MORE SECURE
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not the highest resolution. We invest in extra 
precision lens to make your stamps the highest 
resolution possible. Thus you can have a stamp 
that leaves super fine impressions that are 
practically impossible to forge. More details. 
More secure.
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We offer Chinese tagline creation service as 
well as naming. The process and the cost is 
similar to naming. It can be done in parallel to 

TAGLINE & NAMING REPORTS
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naming but more often it is done right after the 
name is determined because the name can 
sometimes affect the choice of best characters 
to match the tagline with the name. 

Our naming reports are most thorough. 
You’ll find them not only great for making a 
decision about the best version of company’s 
Chinese name, but also useful as references 
that contain names that can be used for 
potential defensive trademark registration if 
your legal team determines this to be necessary. 
Characters, words, phrases, and concepts 
explored can also be references for the 
direction for future Chinese versions of your 
product or service names. What we offer is 
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thoughtful, and your team and legal team will 
appreciate the thoughtfulness.
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On October 30, 2019, Apple reported $64 
billion 4th quarter revenue, and international 
sales accounted for 60% of it. Net sales in the 

MARKET SIZE
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Americas totaled $29 billion (46%), Europe 
almost $15 billion (23%), Greater China $11 
billion (17%), Japan almost $5 billion (8%), and 
the rest of Asia Pacific $3 billion (6%). So 
Greater China, meaning China, Hong Kong, 
Macau, and Taiwan combined, is a bit more 
than twice the market of Japan: 17% vs. 8%. 
And Greater China plus Japan is a slightly 
larger market than Europe: 25% vs. 23%.
The following is very, very, oversimplified, of 

course: Imagine your company generates $40 
dollars right now operating only in America. 
Your revenue can increase $6 when you expand 
to Canada and the rest of the Americas. It can 
grow another $23 when you sell to Europe. It 
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can grow another $25 when you sell to Greater 
China and Japan. And then $6 more when you 
sell to the rest of Asia Pacific. Now your 
revenue is $100.
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Five Reasons Your China Team Has Not 
Come Up with a Great Chinese Name . . . 

FIVE REASONS 
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China has the highest number of trademark 
filings in the world. That means most obvious 
good names are already taken. Coming up 
with a good and legally available name is hard 
work. Does your team have time to do a 
thorough job? 

An alphabetical name can be translated or 
transliterated in thousands of different ways 
because homophones are abundant in the 
Chinese language. Does your China team have 
a proven process to examine all the options and 
decide which ones are truly the best?

Here are five reasons an in-house Chinese 
naming project fails:
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1 Lack of Time
Coming up with a name is an exciting 

exercise, and many people want to tackle it. 
But, let’s face it, your team in China already has 
work piled up to its chin. Naming requires a lot 
of mental bandwidth and time. It can take 100 
hours to do it properly. Not spending enough 
time (and therefore getting a mediocre name) 
is the #1 reason for naming project failure.

2 Incomplete Knowledge
Crafting a good Chinese version of your 

company, brand, product, or service name 
requires more than knowing the language and 
the culture. It involves knowledge of 
psychology (attention, recognition, 
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connotation, memorability, etc.), branding, 
and trademark laws.

3 Not Enough Experience
Being thorough about coming up with all 

possible Chinese names is a craft. Knowing 
which ones align best with your brand 
attributes and ranking them correctly is art. 
Both require years of experience navigating 
many subtleties.

4 Lack of Objectivity
A good name must be distinctive. Coming 

up with a distinctive name often requires the 
fresh perspective of an objective party.

5 Fear of Questioning Authority
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If a person higher in rank comes up with 
unsuitable name candidates, are other team 
members willing to challenge them?
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What you can do to have a successful naming 
project is hire professional Chinese naming 
experts who use proven methodologies. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT
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Professional naming experts take care of the 
labor-intensive part of naming and provide 
recommendations and tools to help your team 
reach consensus. 

Good Characters is a professional naming 
company that does more and better in a 
shorter time than an in-house team. We 
present you with comprehensive Chinese 
naming reports in fluent English and Chinese 
so you and your team in China can be on the 
same page and make final decisions with focus 
and clarity.

Here are five reasons we produce successful 
naming projects:

1 Time
37



Our Chinese naming experts have expertise, 
tools, and technology that have been 
sharpened over 18 years. We do the most 
thorough job in the shortest time. Our proven 
process gets any project done in two weeks. 
We are good at this.

2 Knowledge
Good Characters thoroughly considers 

cultural, linguistic, psychology, branding, and 
legal aspects in Chinese naming.

3 Experience
Good Characters has 18 years of experience 

working with companies that range in value 
from $100 million to $200 billion.

4 Objective
38



Good Characters provides fresh perspective 
and is objective.

5 Consensus Builder
Good Characters provides tools and 

reports so everyone on your team—English 
speaking and Chinese-speaking—can 
understand, consider, and provide input, and 
you can reach a final consensus as a team
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 Last year we announced the Chinese 

Character of the Year 2018 for America as  
戰 (zhàn) (https://

CHARACTER OF THE YEAR
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service.goodcharacters.com/daily/character-
of-the-year-2018.html). It’s now 11 months 
into the year 2019. If you had to personally 
pick a word describing the year using English, 
Spanish, French, Chinese, or whatever, what 
would it be? 
The Chinese Character of the Year 2017 for 

America was 狂 (kuáng) (https://

service.goodcharacters.com/daily/character-
of-the-year-2017.html).

We will announce Good Characters 
Chinese Character of the Year 2019 for 
America on December 10th.
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Our latest info deck can be downloaded when 
you click or tap on the first box: “Brand Names 
for China, Taiwan, & Hong Kong.”

OUR LATEST INFO DECK
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Do you have comments or ideas about these? 
Contact us!

COMMENTS OR IDEAS
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